
Briefing Contest “La Défense” March 2022 

141 shots, 3 medium courses, 3 long courses 

According the current IPSC rules. 

Stage one 

Stage one is a long course, Comstock. 

Twelve (12) classic IPSC targets (5 100 %, 5 half 100 %, 2 60 %), three (3) mini poppers, two (2) round plates. Twenty-
nine (29) shots minimum, one hundred forty-five (145) points. 

Starting position is gun ready, holstered, standing relaxed, anywhere on the range.  

Start is an audible signal and stop is last shot.  
 
At the beep, engage all targets free style from the designated area or aperture. 

Popper one (left of the stage facing downrange) activates a double bobber. Popper two (mid of the stage) activates a 
swinger with two round plates. Popper three (right of the stage) activates the disappearance of two classic paper 
targets (which cannot be shot anymore) and the appearance of two other classic targets. 

Penalties occur according the current IPSC rule book. 

 

Stage two 

Stage two is a long course, Comstock. 

Fourteen (14) classic IPSC targets (9 full 60 %, 5 half 100 %), three (3) mini poppers. Thirty-one (31) shots minimum, 
one hundred fifty-five (155) points. 

Starting position is gun ready, holstered, standing relaxed both feet in the box. 

Start is an audible signal and stop is last shot. 

At the beep, engage all targets free style from the designated apertures or areas. Popper one must be shot from the 

starting box (at least one foot). Popper three (right of the stage) activates the disappearance of two classic paper 

targets (which cannot be shot anymore) and the appearance of two other classic targets. 

Penalties occur according the current IPSC rule book. 

 

Stage three 

Stage three is a medium course comstock. 

Seven (7) mini classic paper targets and two mini classic poppers. Sixteen (16) shots minimum for eighty (80) points 

maximum. 

Starting position is standing relaxed both feet in a box, gun on a table, all magazines on another table. 

Start is an audible signal and stop is last shot.  

At the beep, engage all targets free style from the designated area or aperture. 

Penalties occur according the current IPSC rule book. 

 

 

 



Stage four 

Stage four is a short course, Comstock. 

Five (5) classic IPSC targets and four (4) IPSC mini poppers, some penalty targets. Fourteen (14) shots minimum, 

Seventy (70) points. 

Starting position is gun loaded, holstered, standing relaxed at arm’s length off the barricade. 

Start is an audible signal and stop is last shot. 

At the beep, engage four mini poppers only through the window. One mini popper activates a runner (classic IPSC 

target) which must be shot through the window. No restrictions for the shooting of the other targets.  

Penalties occur according the current IPSC rule book. 

 

Stage five 

Stage five is a long course, Comstock. 

Ten (10) IPSC classic targets, five (5) IPSC mini poppers. Twenty-seven (27) shots minimum, 135 points.  

Starting position is sitting on a chair facing up range, first magazine to be used on the table, gun empty holstered. 

Start is an audible signal and stop is last shot. 

At the beep, engage all targets free style from the designated area or aperture. (The poppers and the bobber target 

must be shot from behind the designated barricade. The IPSC classic target and the popper located in the right side 

of the stage must be shot from the aperture near the floor.)  

Penalties occur according the current IPSC rule book. 

 

Stage six 

Stage six is a medium course, comstock. 

Ten (10) IPSC classic targets, four (4) mini poppers, some penalty targets. Twenty-four (24) shots minimum, Hundred 

and twenty (120) points. 

Starting position is standing facing the X mark on the wall, gun unloaded (in a safe direction) on the floor of the 

range. 

Start is an audible signal and stop is last shot. 

At the beep, engage all targets any order free style through the designated aperture(s) holding a case by the weak 

hand (all fingers grasping the handle) when shooting. 

Penalties occur according the current IPSC rule book. 

 


